Fidesic AR

POWERFUL CUSTOMER PORTAL &
INVOICE FULFILLMENT SYSTEM

Streamline your receivables process with Fidesic AR
Fidesic Accounts Receivable allows you to easily send invoices to your customer in whatever method they
prefer and provides an online customer portal for payment. You get paid faster and easier than you ever thought
possible. This delivery system and portal works with how you are already using your Microsoft Dynamics GP®.

Get paid faster
Maintain cashflow
Improve customer service

Fidesic AR Delivers for the
fucntionality your payables
department needs
Accounts Receivable by Fidesic has features
and functions designed to save your Accounting
Department time and save your company money.

• Invoices Sent Right out of Dynamics GP
Simply build your batches as you would normally
and send them to Fidesic. We’ll take care of
emailing, faxing and mailing them.
• Get Paid Fast
The Customer Portal can be branded to match your
company. They can pay via Credit Card or ACH
and can even schedule automatic payments.
• Receipts Post Back to Dynamics GP
Once payments have been processed, they will
post back to your ERP system against the original
invoices. No need to manually find the invoice or
key in receipts.
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Tight Integration
Fidesic is designed to work within your accounting
workflow to reduce the workload of your Accounts
Receivable Department.

Automatic Fulfillment
Email Invoices right out of your ERP system. You
can continue to mail paper, or have us handle that
as well.

Automatic Reminder Messages
You can set your customer delivery preferences
right from your ERP system, and we’ll send out
reminders on your behalf.

Customized Customer Portal
Fidesic keeps your brand in front of the customer.
They can reprint, pay, and ask questions all through
the portal.

Accept ACH or CC Payments
Fidesic works with your current merchant provider.
If you don’t have one, we’ll get you set up.

Auto-Charge
Customers also have the option to pay automatically
each month. They simply pick how they want to pay
and we’ll charge them automatically.

Because Fidesic AR integrates seamlessly with your Dynamics GP system, pushing out invoices to
your customers becomes as easy as a click of the mouse.
Whether you choose to send your statements individually or by batch, whether some customers prefer
to receive their bills electronically, while some still elect for the old-fashioned paper and U.S. Mail way,
eInvoicing can accommodate anything your business throws at it while continuing to save you money.
Try now Free

or

Signup for a Demo

Contact Us Today!
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